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DESCRIPTION

*Extensive notes on the text are freely available online at Wiley Online Library, and include additional details and references for both the serious researcher and amateur

A unique single-volume exploration of the extraordinary development of human society in Greece from the earliest human traces up till the early 20th century AD

Provides 22 chapters and an introduction chronologically surveying the phases of Greek culture, with over 200 illustrations

Features over 200 images of art, architecture, and ancient texts, and integrates new archaeological discoveries for a more detailed picture of the Greece past, its landscape, and its people

Explains how scientific advances in archaeology have provided a broader perspective on Greek prehistory and history
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FEATURES

- A unique single-volume exploration of the extraordinary development of human society in Greece from the earliest human traces up till the early 20th century AD
- Provides 22 chapters and an introduction chronologically surveying the phases of Greek culture, with over 200 illustrations
- Features over 200 images of art, architecture, and ancient texts, and integrates new archaeological discoveries for a more detailed picture of the Greece past, its landscape, and its people
- Explains how scientific advances in archaeology have provided a broader perspective on Greek prehistory and history
- Offers extensive notes on the text, freely available online at www.wileyonlinelibrary.com, that include additional details and references for the serious researcher and amateur

To purchase this product, please visit https://www.wiley.com/en-us/9781118255209